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SPY ANALYSIS
The attempts by the FBI and CIA to "pre-identify" potential spies is a
hopeless strategy. Hansen, the FBI spy, who claims to have been influenced
by Kim Philby's autobiography provides the overriding reason. As he
himself explains, the reason that Philby was able to operate for so many
years even in the highest and most sensitive counter-intelligence positions
had the least to do with his spying capabilities. He remained undetected,
even though every sign pointed to him as a Soviet agent, because he was a
member of the "club". He was a son of the British diplomat/agent/eccentric,
St. John Philby. He was a Cambridge man. He came from the right class -the same class as his peers and superiors.
When Hansen read the Philby memoir he realized that he, too, was destined
to lead a charmed life. He was a member of the "club"--not the British
"club" but the "club" that fit his circumstances, the "American club". Now ,
he was free to make some bucks, if he wanted to and to tweak the noses of
his peers and superiors.
You cannot expect the FBI and CIA managers to always stare suspiciously
down the pews each Sunday, or keep glancing questioningly at the caroler
standing next to them. Its enough of a burden to wonder whether the priest
has just pulled down the shorts of an altar boy or if the minister has been
kissing the choir master. So Hansen was a safely ensconced club member
until a series of agency disasters tripped him up--long after the damage had
been done. The very same story was true of Aldrich Ames, whose club
membership was certified by his daddy being a member of the company.
Here was a guy who was living at a $500,000 level on a $50,000 income.
Philby all over again. And it always be Philby. So always blame it on some
Jew that can't get into the club and sweep the true story under the rug.

-2PASSING ON ARAB TAX MONEY
Israel is being unfair to the Arabs. The Israeli government provided the
Arabs with guns so now it is only right to give them their tax monies so that
they can buy ammunition for those weapons. So what if the Arabs use their
weapons to shoot at is Israelis what did those stupid Jews expect the Arabs
to do with the guns? And, remember. guns don't kill people Arabs do.
RULE OF FLAW
There are still Jews in Israel and the United States who envision living in a
bi-national democratic state with the Arabs. This would be a country
governed by a rule of law. For example, like the Arab nation of…of…of.
There must be one Arab or Moslem country using the rule of ..…of…of….
How about Saudi Arabia where the only laws we ever hear about are cutting
off someone's hand for stealing (does this include the whole arm?); chopping
off a person's head for adultery; whipping for not closing your store quickly
enough on Friday. Iran, where you get the death
penalty for writing a boring book. Iraq and Syria, with their laws of 99.9%
pure elections. PLO land, with its law of two minute trials prior to the death
sentence being imposed (and that's only for Arabs). The Arabs and Moslems
truly believe in the rule of…flaw.

JUST ANOTHER LYING ARAB ROCK THROWER
So they withdrew Edward Said's invitation to give a talk at some
psychoanalytic conference just because he threw rocks at some Israelis. at
the Lebanese border. Who jumps to the defense of his G-d-given academic
freedom to bombard Jews with rocks--some yidlach "doctors", of course,
who, perhaps, want to keep their potential chairs warm at Arab universities.
They shouldn't worry, their chairs are electrified….and being held for them.
Nobody questioned why a bunch of Jews invited a certified liar to speak in
the first place.

-3MOCK TRIAL FOR AVISHAI RAVIV
It's about time that someone upstaged the thugs in the GSS and their buddies
in the Israeli judiciary. Let's take the focus off Har Shefi and shine the
spotlight where it belongs--on Avishai Raviv, his handlers and their intimate
friends in the Attorney General's office. Assemble a tribunal of some
individuals with impeccable reputations and with guts and hold a public
mock trial of Raviv for his complicity in the murder of Rabin. There is
enough public information to make this very, very interesting. This also
might speed up the long-delayed real trial
FRUMMERY AT ITS WORST
When the "Grand Rabbi" from New Square, NY promised to deliver the
votes of his chassidim in exchange for a commutation of the sentences of his
four felonious followers, I am certain that he never considered how this
might affect the State of Israel. His underhanded efforts were helping elect
Hillary Clinton whose positions leaned more to the Arabs than to Israel.
Even apart from all of the other ethical issues in the case, consideration for
the welfare of the Jews in Israel was not high on the "Grand Rabbi's"
agenda.

DON'T TRY TO REASON WITH THE POST-ZIONISTS
Listening to their arguments of the post-Zionists about the "new" Middle
East is as sad going through a mental institution and hearing the inmates
claim that they are Napoleon or Jesus. While these premature universalists
are as out of touch with reality as the inmates, their case is sadder because
deep down they know they are living a lie. Is their belief so pure that they
leave their doors unlocked at night…or even during the day? Don't try to
reason with the inmates that are running about free.
REVISITING YUGOSLAVIA
Some time ago, I e-mailed one of the flag-waving senators from the State of
Connecticut to support bombing of the Moslem terrorist Kosovo Liberation
Army rather than send US troops to attack the Serbs. But in his rush to show

what a good Clinton clone he was, he did not heed my advice or even
acknowledge my message. Of recent weeks, as the KLA attacks the Serbs,
the Macedonians and US and UN peacekeepers,, I have not heard as much as
a whimper of regret for his misguided stand, His mentor is no longer
involved in ignorant internationalism but has returned to orchestrating
domestic affairs from Chappaqua and Harlem, if you'll pardon my meaning.
KILL THE INFIDEL STATUES
The Taliban have just finished bashing Buddha in Afghanistan. Their action
really provides historic insight into the history of their religion. Despite the
name it operates under--Islam which means peace--the Moslem religion
from the day it was born spread its message with the sword. That is how it
swept through the Middle East and North Africa so quickly. When the
Mohammedan hordes were to weak to subdue tribes unwilling to share their
"vision", they signed treaties only to break them as soon as they felt they
were strong enough to win a military victory. Today we see the same policy
carried out by Iraq, Iran, Egypt and less adeptly by the so-called Palestinians
and Pakistan.
POLLARD'S SUPERVISORS
The U.S. Government claimed that Jonathan Pollard turned over every secret
it had to the Israelis. The people who made this charge are either lying
bastards or they were derelict in their duty for not court martialing Pollard's
supervisors for dereliction of duty. With access to information in the
intelligence services on a "need-to-know" basis a lowly code clerk like
Pollard should no have had access to all of the information he supposedly
gave to the Israelis. If he did, why didn't a lot of heads roll in Naval
Intelligence? Just asking.
JAPANESE FISHING BOATS
When will the Japs learn not to fish in American territorial waters?
That means the Pacific Ocean.

-4ARAB ATTACKS ON COLIN POWELL
This Egyptian press lambasted Colin Powell for turning his back on his
brother third worlders. This is just another sign of Arab chutzpah. They feel
that the Secretary of State should favor them because of their special
relationship. They neglect to note that it was a master-slave relationship. The
Arabs were, and continue to be, the world's leading slavers. Despite the
nature of the relationship, the Arabs feel that Colin should react warmly to
them. It seems that the Secretary has not yet learned that it is unwise to turn
one's back on an Arab because your backside will be the beneficiary of a
knife or a syphilitic sexual organ.
QUOTES I LIKE
He who winks makes trouble; he who openly reproves makes peace.
Laughter is heard further than weeping.
Writing is one of the easiest things; erasing one of the hardest,
Just as a man of muscle may be attracted to pugilism, so a man without
character is drawn into politics. It is a calling that turns his flaws into assets.
Comments appreciated.

